Introduction
Today's gas driven implantable infusion pumps are equipped with a flow rate fixed already during the production process. The demand of having an adjustable flow rate in these infusion pumps and the ability to measure and control the flow is high. Therefore the non-invasive liquid flow sensor technology using thermal principles based on MEMS technology are suitable for integration into implantable flow devices. Usually these flow sensors are calibrated and used under laboratory conditions. In the implanted drug delivery devices however, these sensors will be exposed to different body movements like breathing, heart beating or coughing.
Methods
First a conceptual design of medical compatible flow channels for the highly sensitive thermal flow sensor microchips to measure non-invasively through the wall was worked out. A measuring setup to check the accuracy for time variable flow conditions was developed. Finally a test bench for simulating inner body movements was constructed.
Results
Miniaturized Sensors were assembled with flow channels in glass. The accuracy for time variable flow conditions was tested with Puls width modulated flow and optical methods. The influence of body movements on the flow sensors and fluidic systems was analyzed.
Conclusion
A measurement technology was miniaturized and checked for proper operation in intelligent implants like implantable infusion pumps etc. All requirements referred to medical compatibility, mechanical stress resistance have been fulfilled. Advanced complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)-based micro sensors microchip (2.2 x 3.5 mm) assured very low power consumption and lead to a reduction in time constants, which in turn results in much shorter response times compared to conventional systems. Time variable flow conditions which appeared in implantable drug delivery devices can be measured with high accuracy down to 100 nl/min.
